
CLASS FIVE: seeing stories as a gift

  Last Sunday, I had a conversation with someone after class, who was wondering 
if stories were bad, if we should be trying to ‘get rid’ of the stories that come up in our 
minds. 

  Actually, stories are a gift. Not to hang on to them, or believe the story lines, but 
because they show us the places where we are stuck. 

 Buddhism talks a lot about liberation,  liberation from suffering, liberation from the  
attachments that cause suffering.  At the bottom of everything, the pit cause of our 
suffering is the basic delusion that we are a separate self.  Stories are a lifeline to 
keeping this delusion alive.

 Buddha used the analogy of water and waves. Waves are localized points in the 
ocean. While they have an ‘identity’ of sorts, they cannot be separated from the water 
that makes their form. They come from water and will return to water. We are much like 
the waves, part of the infinite suchness that all life continually springs out of. However, 
our delusion of separateness is akin to seeing ourselves as waves only. As waves that 
appear separated from each other, we feel unsafe, worrying about how our wave will 
interact with other waves.... will it hurt when my wave hits that rock over there?.... 
seeing waves die as they hit the shore, fear arises, what will happen to me?....... 

 The process of meditation and spiritual inquiry can be called the process of 
learning to see ourselves as water, as both water and wave, both dual and yet not dual 
at all. 

   Last week we talked about ‘big’ mind and ‘small’ mind, and the cycle of how one 
thing leads to another thing, related to the cycle of dependent origination. About how 
without awareness and mindfulness, we end up in ‘small’ mind space, the small, 
cramped apartment that is rented out to stories. How do we figure out what it is that 
keeps us in these small, cramped spaces?  How do we find the larger space?

 CLUE: Stories are one of the main ways we can become aware of how we are 
holding on to something. With stories, we are holding on to a self ‘image’ the story is 
vindicating. The more charged the story, the bigger pay dirt of how invested or charged 
the attachment is to an image of ‘who’ we are.

  In terms of the eight fold path, we might say that right view, when it comes to 
stories, is to see the story as a neon lit gateway, saying, ***right here, ***here’s where 
you’re holding on to delusion, ***here’s the door to freedom: not skirting around, but 
through the energy the story holds. Let it go, drop the story line, see what’s the  
underpinning holding the story in place, move into big mind.

   Matt Flickstein speaks of four things to brings to uncomfortable places: 



courage,compassion, curiosity, and  *gratitude*. This last quality can be hard to 
embrace, but it’s connected to understanding that our tight places are the exact map we 
can follow to  freedom. When we can let go of the ‘stuck places’ that hold our ego image 
together, life opens up in a new, spacious way. 

 The Senoi indians, a tribe in the pacific, is an unusually dream-oriented culture. 
They feel their dreams hold deeper reality, and the whole tribe may make a decision 
based on the dreams of its’ members. Here’s what the Senoi teach their children about 
nightmares:

 When you are in a nightmare, something scares you deeply. Perhaps there is 
great danger, or an abyss to fall into, or a monster chasing you. You wake up 
adrenalized, in fright. When this happens, go back to sleep. Invoke the dream to come 
back. When it returns, turn around. Face the monster, or the danger, and grab onto it 
tightly. Demand it give you a gift - and don’t let go until it has given you this gift - for that 
is why it has come.
 
 So face those stories. Drop the story line and let your awareness grab onto and 
stay present with the danger or ‘discomfort’ monster underneath. Don’t let go until 
you’ve the gotten the gift the story has come to give you.

 Back to the Comcast story, from the last class. Comcast had cut off my e-mail 
service, and kept promising to fix it and kept not meeting their deadlines. I got wound 
more and more tightly around the story that my job was at stake, this was costing me a 
lot of time and money, this was unfair, etc. etc. 

 At some point, I was able to see it as a story and just remain present with the 
underlying anxiety. Lots of space opened up, even though it was very unpleasant. I had 
had dinner with a sangha friend that night, and we were discussing the “life’s little 
treadmill”  cycle, and I found myself getting wrapped up in the Comcast story again. He 
pointed to the cycle and said “revvv, revvvvv, REVV  IT UP!” Something broke through. 
The tension melted away, the story just dropped at that point. I saw that I was fine, no 
story necessary. Just the need to do whatever  could be done, and the situation would 
either resolve or it would not resolve.

  The end of the event is that Monday and Tuesday, I spent a lot of time on the 
phone to various parts of the Comcast offices. There was no tension, or very little. Just 
the next thing to do to try to resolve the situation. On Tuesday, around noon, it came 
quite organically, that I could not do anything further,  it was time to make other  e-mail 
arrangements. I spent the next hour downloading a new browser and changing the 
system to activate a g-mail account. 

 The odd thing was, about ten minutes after the g-mail account was up and 
working, Comcast called me. It was the person I’d been trying to reach for the last ten 
days - the person who could remove the block on my account. Within a quarter hour the 



block was removed and everything was in order again. I’m not sure this last part was at 
all necessary for my getting the gift, but it’s an interesting after note.

 Keep looking and taking notes about what it is in the stories that brings us into 
‘small’ mind, and what happens to break you out into ‘big’ mind, and what that feels like. 

 We’ll do one more piece in the next class about what exactly to do to remain 
present with the fear and pain underneath the stories. How to work directly with difficult 
emotions, because this is the crux point, the part that seems too hard to do, and the 
practice is the most invaluable here.


